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Lake Tahoe is one of the scenic wonders of the American West, a sapphire jewel that attracts
millions of visitors each year. But the lake drew Native Americans to its summer shores for
millennia, as well as more recent fortune hunters, scientists, and others.A Short History of Lake
Tahoe recounts the long, fascinating history of Lake Tahoe. Author Michael J. Makley examines
the geology and natural history of the lake and introduces the people who shaped its history,
including the Washoe Indians and such colorful characters as Mark Twain and legendary
teamster Hank Monk, and later figures like entertainer Frank Sinatra and Olympic skier Julia
Mancuso. He also covers the development of the lake's surrounding valley, including the impacts
of mining, logging, and tourism, and the economic, political, and social controversies regarding
the use and misuse of the lake's resources.Generously illustrated with historic photographs, this
book is an engaging introduction to one of the most magnificent sites in the world. It also
illuminates the challenges of protecting natural beauty and a fragile environment while
preserving public access and a viable economy in the surrounding communities.



PrefacePeople come to Lake Tahoe for many reasons. From its ten-thousand-foot peaks to its
pine forests and sandy beaches, there is magic in this region. Temperatures are moderate in
summer, and its winters produce beautiful snow-covered landscapes. Tourist attractions and
outdoor recreation possibilities in all seasons are extraordinary. The area hosts the largest
concentration of ski areas in North America while averaging more than three hundred sunny
days a year. Yet its human and environmental histories are not widely known.The lake is the
center of Washoe Indian lands, and the tribe has an extensive mythology and oral history
regarding its environs. Washoes see themselves as caretakers of the area's animals, land,
water, and air. Over the course of many hundreds of years, they lived at the lake from spring until
fall, and the natural environment prospered.The relatively brief European American history at
Tahoe begins in the middle of the nineteenth century. Awestruck by its beauty, arriving
Americans nevertheless were intent on “conquering the wilderness.” They were acquisitive with
an eye toward harvesting its abundant resources for use in distant vistas. Within a half century,
the lake basin's forests and fisheries were destroyed, the water's remarkable clarity dramatically
reduced.Regenerated by the second half of the twentieth century, Tahoe's beauty led to ever-
increasing numbers of residents and visitors and incessant building. Air quality and water clarity
again suffered devastating effects. Disputes over the amount of human activity that should be
allowed and to what degree conservation was needed continued into the twenty-first century.
Scientific studies and political infighting eventually led to compromises involving residents,
businesspeople, ecologists, and local and regional agencies. The cooperative efforts allowed
protections to be put in place that today provide encouraging signs of another environmental
revival.This narrative describes the events, forces, and factors that have affected the course of
developments in the lake basin while portraying the visionaries, schemers, and eccentrics who
influenced them. In the end, the lake's history can be seen as a cautionary ecological tale as
well as a fascinating story.The concept of this book was proposed by Matt “Becks” Becker,
University of Nevada Press editor. He has provided assistance and guidance in all its phases,
steering the manuscript through the jury and editorial processes, and has earned my unreserved
gratitude. Others who have lent invaluable help include former Nevada state archivist Guy
Rocha; Nevada historian Robert Stewart; Laurel Ames, the first executive director of the Sierra
Nevada Alliance; South Tahoe Public Utility District information officer Dennis Cocking; the late
Dennis Oliver, Tahoe Regional Planning Agency; Bill Watson, manager of the Thunderbird
Lodge Preservation Society; Alison Moore, California Historical Society librarian; and Darrel
Bender and Art George Jr. of the Washoe Tribe. Assistance procuring photographs came from
Donnelyn Curtis and Joel Guldner at the University of Nevada Special Collections; Bud Fawcett
of Fawcett Photo Design; Amanda Royal and Cozette Alojzya Savage of the League to Save
Lake Tahoe; Doug Haney and Katie Perhai of the U.S. Ski and Snowboard Association; Tom
Millham, Lake Tahoe Wildlife Care; Tim Parsons, Tahoe Daily Tribune; Carole Morgan; and Jim
Plehn. Line editor Annette Wenda's comprehensive knowledge and attention to detail enabled
her to delete, add, and correct things that clarified and enhanced the text. I am indebted as well



to University of Nevada Press director Joanne O'Hare, managing editor Sara Vélez Mallea,
design manager Kathleen Szawiola, and marketing manager Barbara Berlin. I also wish to thank
my mother, Dorothy Makley, who, based on her long Lake Tahoe residency, offered possibilities
and sources for my research, and, as with each of my projects, Matthew Makley, who is an
indispensable consultant. Finally, I owe a special debt to my wife, Randi Makley, for her steadfast
support and boundless enthusiasm.

IntroductionSamuel Clemens sojourned at Lake Tahoe in 1861, two years before he would adopt
his nom de plume, Mark Twain. In letters to his mother and sister, among other tributes, he called
the lake “the masterpiece of the Creation,” and concluded, “I had better stop about ‘the lake,’
though—for whenever I think of it I want to go there and die, the place is so beautiful.”In
Roughing It, using the name Mark Twain, he described seeing the lake from a mountain pass:
“We had heard a world of talk about the marvelous beauty of Lake Tahoe, and finally curiosity
drove us thither to see it…. As it lay there with the shadows of the mountains brilliantly
photographed upon its still surface I thought it must surely be the fairest picture the whole earth
affords.” He went on to extol the virtues of camping at the lake: “Three months of camp life on
Lake Tahoe would restore an Egyptian mummy to his pristine vigor, and give him an appetite like
an alligator. I do not mean the oldest and driest mummies, of course, but the fresher ones. The
air up there in the clouds is very pure and fine, bracing and delicious. And why shouldn't it be?—
it is the same the angels breathe.”Lake Tahoe sits atop the northern Sierra Nevada, 6,225 feet
above sea level. It is 22 miles long, 12 miles wide, and 1,636 feet deep—the third deepest lake
in North America. Its waters are dissected by the California-Nevada state line, with
approximately two-thirds of it in California. The lake basin is encompassed by the Sierra Nevada
crest line on its west and the Great Carson Spur, or Carson Range, on its east.The lake's
environs are the product of millions of years of geologic evolution. The original mountain block
was reconfigured by massive faulting during the late Cretaceous period. The fracturing, uplifting,
and dropping resulted in a spacious basin surrounded by spectacular peaks that form the area's
double summit. There is more than 6,300 feet of difference between Freel Peak, the basin's
highest mountain at 10,881 feet, and the lake's deepest point.Over a vast period of time, the
basin filled with water. Two to three million years ago, the area underwent further deformation
during a period of violent volcanic action. The most prominent of the eruptions created the
massive Mount Pluto in the northwest, between the lake and the Truckee River Canyon. Its lava
blocked the lake's outlet, raising the water level several hundred feet higher than it is today.A
glacial epoch followed the plutonic period, and sheets of ice more than 1,000 feet deep formed.
Toward the end of the last ice age, giant glaciers inched down the mountains.Even a cursory
look around the lake allows evidence of its natural history. On the east shore, Cave Rock, a
volcanic plug whose spectacular jutting lines reveal the force of the lava's upward thrusts,
features caves that resulted from wave action during the period of deep lake water. In the north,
off Dollar Point, lava flows from Mount Pluto formed shelves now 25 feet underwater from which



the lake floor drops precipitously to nearly 600 feet. Thousands of years of erosion have
produced fantastic sunken cliffs, underwater canyons, amphitheaters, and valleys. On the west
shore, Fallen Leaf Lake and Cascade Lake are the remnants of glaciers whose terminal
moraines separate them from Tahoe. Encompassing spectacular Emerald Bay, perpendicular
cliffs, many hundreds of feet high, display the glaciers' scouring effects. The cliff at the bay's
head hosts Eagle Falls, a succession of three waterfalls that cascade down the sheer wall.Up to
20 feet deep in the south shore's cold, oxygenated water, well-preserved tree stumps rise from
the sediment. The stumps date as far back as 6,300 years. The well-rooted trees lived several
hundred years and show to what extent the lake's level has fluctuated in the current geologic
period. The cause of the reduction in depth remains in scientific dispute, most likely the result of
tectonic activity or an epic drought.Anthropologists believe the ancestral Washoe Indians arrived
at Lake Tahoe 8,000 to 10,000 years ago; the Washoes disagree, believing they were created in
the area. In traditional Washoe creation stories, Nentusu, the female Creator, placed them at the
lake, which they called Daowaga. For hundreds of generations, Daowaga was the center of the
Washoe world. During the snowless seasons of the year, they lived in homesites around its 72-
mile circumference. Each of its bays, coves, inlets, beaches, and landmarks is associated with
some sacred Washoe myth or secular historical event.The arrival of Euro-Americans 160 years
ago destroyed the Washoe way of life. The newcomers came in overwhelming numbers and
usurped the Indians' lands. When after a few years an Indian agent recommended the Washoes
be placed on a reservation, settlers said no land was available. The government did little to
pursue the matter; it believed the tribe was near extinction. The Washoes were forced to adapt to
the far-reaching changes.When the Americans arrived, the lake and its sixty-three tributaries
were full of silver trout and giant Tahoe cutthroat. In 1844 explorer John Frémont called the lake's
only outlet, the Truckee River, Salmon Trout River because of the quantity of the subspecies of
Lahontan cutthroat trout that grew to four feet long and weighed as much as forty pounds. The
Washoes fished the waters in spring and summer using a wide variety of techniques, from dams,
weirs, and stream diversions to plant fiber nets, spears, and four-pronged hooks—the top hooks
baited with worms or fish eggs to catch minnows, the bottom one baited with a minnow to catch
trout. In this last manner, bait and food were caught at the same time.Twain wrote of spending a
great deal of time fishing at Tahoe, seeing thousands of trout but rarely catching anything. He
speculated that perhaps the fish could see the line too clearly in the pristine water. “We
frequently selected the trout we wanted, and rested the bait patiently and persistently on the end
of his nose at a depth of eighty feet, but he would only shake it off with an annoyed manner, and
shift his position.”Twain's chronicle stated that although a sawmill operated three miles from their
camp, “there were not fifteen other human beings throughout the wide circumference of the
lake.” Although this statement was an exaggeration that referred only to Americans, the
surrounding Sierra and the valley were considered wilderness. The winter before, J. Ross
Browne, later the U.S. commissioner of mines in Nevada and a renowned writer, walked across
the mountains telling of an encounter with four large wolves, which “seemed entirely



unconcerned at my presence, except in so far as they may have indulged in some speculation
as to the amount of flesh contained on my body.” The animals were driven off by gunfire from a
teamster who happened along. The following winter a lone trapper froze to death near what later
became Tahoe City.The discovery of the Comstock Lode in nearby Virginia City, Nevada, was
the impetus for the transformation of the area. Beginning in 1860 a small army of fortune seekers
proceeded to trek across the Sierra, beginning a quarter century of heavy commerce. The roads
from California soon circled Lake Tahoe, and the lake basin became an important resource in
Virginia City's hinterland.Throughout the 1860s rumors about Lake Tahoe spread as if they were
scientific facts. One held that the lake had no bottom, another that the water found at depth in
Virginia City mines came from Tahoe, a third that diminished atmospheric pressure made the
water so light that even good swimmers sank and drowned. This last rumor resulted from the fact
that a number of drowning victims' bodies had never been found.In August 1870 Joseph
LeConte, the most noted geologist at the University of California, on a trek through the Sierra
with a group of students, arrived at the lake. He wanted to investigate the rumor regarding the
lack of water density. LeConte's students were asking for the scientific explanation, and he
promised them an experiment at the right time. They rented a sailboat and sailed several miles.
The professor commented on the majestic “serried peaks” close against the lake's shore “to
guard its crystal purity,” and the water's color, “emerald-green, and the deepest, ultramarine
blue.” As the day warmed, he announced it was time for the scientific experiment. He dove into
the water, swam out, and floated on his back for ten minutes. The students followed, dispelling
the rumor regarding atmospheric pressure and light water.LeConte's brother, John, served as a
physics professor at the university and later became one of its presidents. John LeConte visited
the lake in the late summer of 1873 and made a series of soundings, experiments, and
observations. The results explained the reason drowning victims' bodies did not rise. The cause
was not the water's density but its temperature at great depth: in the low 40 degrees Fahrenheit
below 400 feet and 39 degrees at the deepest he measured, 1,506 feet. Such cold does not
allow gases usually generated by decomposition to be produced in the intestines. Once a body
sinks in Tahoe, it does not inflate as it would in warmer temperatures and so does not rise.
Although the lake's water mixes to its bottom every few years, the fifty-six million or so
scavenging crayfish that live to 40 feet deep on the lake bed are the most likely explanation for
why bodies never reappear.In studying the transparency of the water, John LeConte used a
method devised eight years earlier in the Mediterranean by the pope's scientific adviser, Angelo
Secchi. He submerged a white dinner plate to different depths until it was no longer visible. In
1873 LeConte found a dish visible in Lake Tahoe to 108.27 feet.Nearly one hundred years later,
in 1968, University of California Davis scientist Charles Goldman, whose work would gain
worldwide recognition, began studying the lake. Sediment cores from the lake bottom showed
that clear-cut logging in the 1870s and ‘80s had produced high levels of erosion and substantial
loss of clarity: seven times that of its previous levels. He began regular observations, using a
“Secchi dish” to record the depth of visibility. Those experiments showed that in the first half of



the twentieth century, with the establishment of second-growth forests that arrested polluting silt
flows into the lake, the lake's water quality had returned. Goldman's first test allowed visibility to
102 feet.But urbanization, with its disturbances to the land, had already begun a second period
of deterioration in lake clarity. Measurements after 1968 showed that pollutants were entering
the water at an alarming rate. Goldman's Secchi-dish experiments revealed a loss of
transparency of about a foot a year, until in the mid-1990s the level measured 60 feet. Political
battles led to steps to control contaminants, and tests in the twenty-first century show
translucence has risen again to near the 70-foot level: remarkable clarity if not measured against
earlier times.The record of fluctuations provides an accurate accounting of human activity at the
lake. The data reinforce the narrative of social, economic, and political interaction that resulted in
the use and misuse of the lake's resources. The human stories, inexorably intertwined with the
fragile environment, form the history of Tahoe. The chronicle begins many centuries before the
Americans' arrival, with the Washoe Indians.

Chapter OneThe Washoe Indians and the LakeIn the late nineteenth century the powerful
Washoe shaman Welewkushkush used his powers for healing. Supernatural Water Babies, the
most powerful of the Washoes' mythological beings, inhabited all rivers, lakes, streams, and
ponds in the Washoe world. They were one of Welewkushkush's sources of power. Lake Tahoe,
the center of the vast Washoe lands, was the center of the Water Babies' world as well. Legend
held that the small, gray-skinned creatures used a tunnel running from the lake to travel to other
bodies of water in the valleys of the eastern Sierra.Once, on Tahoe's shore, Welewkushkush's
apprentice collapsed, falling severely ill. Welewkushkush announced that one of the water
beings had captured the apprentice's soul. He began chanting and shaking his rattle and
entered the water. He proceeded until completely submerged. Witnesses, who included whites
as well as Washoes, claimed the shaman remained underwater for some ten minutes. When he
returned he instructed the apprentice's mother to shout the boy's name four times, and he
circled the boy an equal number of times. The boy's nose began to bleed, a sign of supernatural
power having touched him, and he regained consciousness. Welewkushkush turned the boy to
the lake and instructed him to shake the rattle. The apprentice acted as if awakening from a
dream. Welewkushkush had negotiated with the leader of the Water Babies for the boy's
soul.For thousands of years early in spring, as soon as melting snow allowed, the young and
healthy Washoes traveled from their winter homes in the valleys adjoining the Sierra to the
lakeshore. As the season progressed, those who took more time to travel, the elderly and
perhaps mothers with babies or small children, followed. The three main branches of Washoes,
the Welmelti from the North, the central Pawalti, and the Hangalelti from the South, took up
residences encircling the lake for what was known as the “Big Time.” Various clans spent the
summer months visiting and celebrating, the elders taking time to meet and plan the use of
hunting and plant resources for the following year. In the fall, Trout Creek on the south shore
became one of the most important of their areas. The fish taken there were prepared and carried



out as fare to be consumed while gathering pine nuts in the Great Basin or acorns on the
Sierra's western slope.Upon their arrival at Daowaga, Washoes blessed the water that breathed
life into their ecosystem. Throughout the summer, tribe members fished the lake and its
tributaries, collected medicinal and food plants in its surrounding meadows, and, toward fall,
hunted game on its mountainsides. The Upper Truckee River hosted a significant habitation site,
one and a quarter miles from the lake on the river's east side. Washoes called the river
ImgiwO'tha, imgi being cutthroat trout, wO'tha meaning “river.” It, and the streams that fed the
lake, was full of fish whose populations were maintained in various ways. Fishing leaders
designated areas to be fished and would not allow unreasonable numbers to be taken. In the
spring, suckers and parasitic fish were seined, and female fish were left alone. The Washoes
believed the Creator had given them a sacred trust as wards of the region.Place was of utmost
importance to the Washoes. Earl James, a community leader in the 1960s, commented that the
lake sustained the Washoes “as a mother, as a provider.” In 2007 Art George Jr., a tribe member
who follows traditional Washoe doctrine, commented, “There are many places all the way
around Lake Tahoe that are very sacred to us…. This is a center of our spirituality, of our land's
spirituality.”Cave Rock is a 360-foot monolith towering over the east shore. The massif's main
cave would seem to have been an ideal homesite for early man, but the Washoes say that from
time immemorial it served a different purpose. It was the shamans' sanctum: a place where they
might gain or replenish their power. Other humans were forbidden to trespass there; doing so
would endanger the individual, the clan, and perhaps the entire tribe. Archaeologists' findings
confirm the contention. They have found no vestiges of habitation at Cave Rock. The more
esoteric, or mystic, use of the site is implied by the artifacts discovered there, including the
oldest objects: three basalt projectile points and an inscribed mammal bone.In the early
twentieth century historian Grace Dangberg recorded several translated Washoe tales. One
called “The Weasel Brothers” describes the adventures of two mischievous weasels, Pewetseli
and Damalali. The story features a scuffle between Damalali and a Water Baby that begins on
the southeast shore of the lake. As they wrestle under-water, they move along the shore, and
places are named: “This will be called Mortar Creek. And then they came away from there.
People will call this Fish Passage. And then they came away from there. The Washoe will call this
Rock Standing Gray (Cave Rock). And then they came away from there.”In another part of the
weasel brothers' story, Nentusu, the Creator, counsels people who are singing, playing games,
and making a great noise to be quiet. They ignore her and fall prey to a human-eating giant.
Another of the mythological creatures in Washoe lore is Ang, a giant bird that nested on a rock in
the lake near Cave Rock. Ang, and other monsters, preyed on humans, and through cautionary
tales about them, Washoes learned to be careful and vigilant. Perhaps it is owing to the tales
that when the first wave of Euro-Americans arrived in Washoe lands, the newcomers assumed
the few individuals they glimpsed were neighboring Paiutes or Miwoks, not realizing a distinct
tribe lived in the area.On February 14, 1844, John C. Frémont and members of his exploration
party became the first Americans to view Lake Tahoe. They were atop Red Lake Peak on Carson



Pass, sixteen miles due south of the lake. In November of that year five wagons of the eleven
that composed the Elisha Stevens emigrant train became the first to cross the Sierra. The party
followed the Truckee River, originally Frémont's Salmon Trout River, renamed for Chief Truckee—
the Paiute Indian who guided the Stevens train. (Truckee was renowned as a leader, and his
progeny included his son Chief Winnemucca, for whom the Nevada town is named, and his
redoubtable granddaughter Sarah Winnemucca.) The river led to the body of water later named
Donner Lake, after the tragic Donner Party that became trapped there. The Stevens group was
confronted with the vast, perhaps impenetrable, mountain wall at Donner Pass. With snow on
the ground and more threatening, the party split to improve their chances of survival. While the
five wagons and their teams succeeded in an epic struggle to gain the pass, six members on
horseback followed the Truckee to the south. They reached the river's Tahoe headwaters,
becoming the first whites to set foot on the lake's shore. They skirted the northwest side of the
lake to McKinney Creek, used the creek valley to gain the mountain crest, and followed
tributaries of the American River to John Sutter's fort.Some four years later John Calhoun “Cock
Eye” Johnson, owner of a ranch east of Hangtown, soon renamed Placerville by self-conscious
city fathers, found the great natural lake basin while searching for an alternative to the Carson
Pass route established by Frémont. In 1852, two years after California went from being part of
Mexico to part of the United States, Johnson cleared a rudimentary road between Placerville
and Lake Tahoe, known as Johnson's Cut-Off. It followed the approximate route of today's U.S.
Highway 50 until entering the Tahoe Basin. There it turned abruptly southeast through what is
now called Christmas Valley and crossed Luther Pass, named for Ira Luther, who traveled by
way of the pass in 1854 and painted his name on a rock, to meet the original emigrant trail at
Hope Valley.In the summer of 1853 Johnson and a correspondent for the Placerville Herald
became the first white men of record to discover Meeks Bay. Washoes were living there, utilizing
the lake, meadow, and stream that fed both. Nine miles directly across the lake they saw Cave
Rock. Without explaining how they were able to understand the Washoe language, they reported
that a centenarian patriarch told an ancient legend concerning the rock and a water prison of
demons. The Americans claimed that the tale explained the wailings and pent-up moaning that
could be heard increasing in terror and intensity when the waters of the lake rose. The
incredibility of the entire episode is demonstrated by the description of the explorers' trip in
hollowed-out logs across the lake to the granite massif. The cave, in the middle of the formation,
is eighteen feet wide and ten feet high at its mouth and extends horizontally thirty feet to its eight-
by-eight-foot back wall. In Johnson's tale it is described as a mysterious grotto two hundred feet
high, full of icicles and stalactites.More accurate descriptions of the area came from George H.
Goddard, the surveyor for the California state boundary survey party, who in 1855 described
Cave Rock simply as a “Legendary Cave.” His comprehensive report on the lake's environs
reads in part, “The surrounding mountains are three and perhaps four thousand feet above the
lake, which is deep blue and perfectly fresh. The bases of the high mountain ranges are of white
granite sand, forming beautiful beaches, and dense pine forests at other points run from the



water's edge to the summit.” He concluded his essay with an apologia: “My poor attempts with
pencil can give but a faint idea of the beauty of this spot, and we can only hope to recall to those
whose eyes have already beheld the scene what must ever be one of memory's most pleasant
pictures.”Asa H. Hawley was one of the first Americans to settle at the south shore of the lake in
the area pioneers called Lake Valley, later named Tahoe Valley. In 1854 he opened a trading post
and public house along the Johnson route after he and two associates, the future railroad
magnate Collis Huntington and James H. Nevett—later chairman of California's Wagon Road
Directors—improved the Johnson roadway. Hawley's dealings with the Washoes at Tahoe were
quite different from Johnson's. The Natives would not allow Hawley or other white men to fish in
the lake. Hawley, who said he considered all Indians deceitful, said, “They tried to drive me off
but I never was afraid of Indians except their treachery.”In either 1856 or 1857, Hawley, James
Green, and John A. “Snowshoe” Thompson rowed a small boat that Hawley built around the
lake, becoming the first Americans to navigate it. They were trying to discover if the lake had an
outlet, an open question at that time. They discovered the Truckee, although they did not know
its name. At one point, with Green rowing close to the shore, Hawley paced a half mile to see
how fast they were traveling. They were trying to determine how long it would take them to
circumvent the lake. Their primitive calculations lacked precision, and they concluded that
Tahoe's circumference was 150 miles, more than twice its actual size.In 1859 Capt. J. H.
Simpson, of the U.S. Army Corps of Topographical Engineers, explored the Great Basin of the
Utah Territory, much of which later became the state of Nevada. Coming upon Tahoe, then
known as Lake Bigler, after John Bigler, California's twice-elected governor, Simpson described
it as “a noble sheet of water … beautifully embosomed in the Sierra.” On June 13 he wrote of a
ride he had taken that morning: “Lake Valley is like a beautiful park, studded with large, stately
pines. The glades between the trees are beautifully green, and the whole is enlivened by a pure,
babbling mountain stream [the Upper Truckee River]…. The pines of various kinds are very
large, and attain a height of probably from 100 to 150 feet. Their diameter is not infrequently as
much as 8 feet, and they sometimes attain the dimension of 10 feet.”The Lake Tahoe described
by the explorers, which generations of Washoes had known, soon changed; barbed wire, clear-
cut forests, and tourist resorts became commonplace in the valley. The Americans denied the
Indians access to the parts of the lake and its tributaries where fish were abundant. Tourists
were catching hundreds of silver trout daily, and commercial fishermen used half-mile-long
seines to remove the fish by the ton, until eventually the lake's species was destroyed. As more
and more Americans arrived, restrictions became more pronounced. In the last part of the
twentieth century, elder Belma Jones commented on the privatization of the land: “We used to
swim anywhere, and there weren't any houses, you know, on the beach like now. We used to go
from the north shore clear over to what is now that estate there [Valhalla, on the south shore]….
Later people began to fence, so we couldn't go through there anymore.”Washoes managed to
adapt, returning each summer to the lake, but now they worked as laborers, dairy hands, or
domestics, setting up campsites in places no one else had claimed. Some men worked leading



pack trips or as fishing and hunting guides; women turned from weaving utilitarian baskets to
selling decorative baskets to tourists. The weavers, masters of perspective and symmetry, were
among the best in the world. Gaining particular posthumous fame are Datsolalee, known not
merely as an artist but as a genius, and her cousin Ceese; although not as prolific, she was
thought by early-day collectors to be in every way equal to Datsolalee. The basket makers
collected branches and roots from Tahoe's willow, cedar, fir, and pine and cured them for
warping strands and dyes. Datsolalee cured some materials for twelve years before using them.
She saw baskets in her dreams and then produced them, using fine, even stitching and
harmonious colors and designs. One of her most famous baskets, which took two years to make,
contains 84,500 tightly woven stitches. Her baskets, as well as those of other Washoes, are now
displayed in museums across the country, including the Steinbach Indian Basket Museum
attached to the Gatekeeper's Museum at Tahoe City.To this day the Washoe Indian legacy
remains primarily historical at the lake, as the tribe owns no land. In 1998 the tribe won a
competitive bid for a special-use permit to operate Meeks Bay Resort and Marina for up to thirty
years. Another permit, for the same amount of time, was issued so they might manage a 350-
acre meadow near the mouth of Meeks Creek for the care and harvesting of traditional plants. In
August 2003 an act signed into law conveyed twenty-four acres on the east shore near Skunk
Harbor to the secretary of the interior in trust for Washoe tribal uses. Although gaining access to
these pieces of land, and having Washoe displays at D. L. Bliss State Park on the west shore
and the Tallac Historic Site on the south, Washoes live primarily on reservations outside the
Tahoe Basin. Since they had prospered in the lake's environs over a time span counted in
thousands of years, it is apparent that their absence has been injurious to the welfare of both the
tribe and the lake.

Chapter TwoTrails to RoadsJames Sisson's lower legs were badly discolored: The gangrene had
begun spreading upward from his feet. Unless his legs were amputated, he would die. Snow had
trapped him in the Lake Valley cabin that served as a summer trading post between the two high
passes on Johnson's Cut-Off. But on December 29, 1856, there were no other humans
anywhere in the vicinity. He had baling rope and an ax, and he was contemplating forming
tourniquets with the rope and attempting to cut off his legs. Caught by a blizzard, his boots had
frozen to his frostbitten feet. He suffered through four days at the cabin without a fire. When he
finally found matches under some scattered straw, he thawed the boots enough to remove them.
Now, another eight days had passed, and Sisson dragged himself about, subsisting on raw flour
left at the post.Snowshoe Thompson, arguably the greatest mountaineer in Sierra history, had
just begun a mail service that would last twenty years. He was crossing the mountains alone,
carrying the mail on his back. Using oak slabs, he had fashioned ten-foot, twenty-five-pound skis
after those he remembered from his early childhood in Norway. The trek from Placerville to
Carson Valley and back consisted of 180 miles up and over the snow-filled mountains. On that
December night he paused at the trading post and found Sisson. Thompson left the injured man,



skiing through the night over Luther Pass to the nearest settlement, Genoa, Nevada. He
recruited six men and guided the party back to the trading post.They built a hand sled to carry
the victim, but the travel was brutal. Snow had continued, adding two feet to the eight-foot
snowpack, and only Thompson had much experience on skis. The sled, under Sisson's weight,
sank, at times becoming buried almost out of sight. It took two days to get Sisson out of the
mountains. In the valley they took him to the territory's only doctor, C. D. Daggett, who lived at the
base of a mountain grade called Daggett Pass. The doctor knew he would have to amputate but
needed chloroform. Thompson, without sleep, started out again, crossing the mountains to
Sacramento and returning to Genoa some days later. Dr. Daggett performed the long-delayed
operation, allowing Sisson to live many more years. Thompson carried the mail over the
mountains every winter until 1876. For those twenty years, when the Sierra roads were buried in
snow, he provided the only mail service between California and the East.The harshness of the
winters and the absence of developed roads caused other heartrending incidents. The most
famous, the Donner Party episode, occurred in 1846. Stranded at the lake that now bears its
name, a number of the party cannibalized others who died from starvation and the elements.
Although recently contested, distinguished Sierra historians George Hinkle and Bliss Hinkle
wrote, “[Donner Party leader James F.] Reed himself, although he avoided mentioning names,
left no doubt that there had been cannibalism.”Two years earlier, at the same spot, Moses
Schallenberger, a twenty-year-old from the Elisha Stevens emigrant train, remained with two
older men to guard wagons that had to be left behind. When storm followed violent storm and
provisions dwindled, the men made makeshift snowshoes out of wagon bows and rawhide and
started out. The older men fought their way over the pass and down into California;
Schallenberger's strength gave out, and he was forced to return to the makeshift cabin they had
built. He suffered through a miserable two months until help arrived, surviving by trapping a few
foxes and almost inedible coyotes.When a rescue averted a near tragedy at Tahoe, it led to a
temporary name for the lake and a prolonged controversy. Explorer Frémont had wanted it called
“Lake Bonpland,” after an eminent French botanist, but his reports listed it as “Mountain Lake.” In
1852 John Bigler led a party into Lake Valley to rescue snowbound emigrants. At the time, the
man some referred to as “Honest John” was the governor of California, a position he held from
1852 to 1858, and it was suggested the lake be named Bigler.Although loved by some, as his
terms progressed, Bigler became hated by many. He commonly took action and, after the fact,
challenged the legislature to pass measures to bring it into compliance with the state
constitution. His popularity plummeted further as a habit of excessive use of intoxicants was
attributed to him. Regarding naming the lake for him, historian H. H. Bancroft commented,
“Nothing could have been in worse taste … than in applying to a liquid so beautifully clear and
cool the name of one who so detested water.” When Bigler's sympathy for the Southern cause
and supposed support of the “Pacific Confederacy” became known, a serious movement
demanded there be no “Copperhead” names on the state's landmarks.Unionists William Van
Wagener from New York, Judge Seneca Dean, and his nephew Robert Garwood Dean were



partners in Lake House, Tahoe's first shoreline hostelry on the south shore. Wanting the name of
the lake changed, they obtained the Lake Valley Post Office under the name Tahoe, perhaps the
Americanization of Daowaga—the Washoe Indian name. Later they convinced residents on the
north shore, at the headwaters of the Truckee River, to call their settlement Tahoe City.In 1862,
with the Civil War raging, the U.S. General Land Office changed the lake's name to Tahoe. This
did not stop California and Nevada legislators and newspaper editors, as well as various map-
makers, from using their own judgment in references to the lake. In 1863 the Washoe Times
insisted Bigler was appropriate for the body of water until “a lake of beer is discovered.” Late that
summer the eminent pastor Thomas Starr King visited the lake, gaining inspiration and using
Tahoe in one of his most famous sermons, “Living Waters from Lake Tahoe.” Early in the dispute,
the pro-Union Republicans supported the change from Bigler, while pro-Southern Democrats
argued against it. In 1870 the California legislature, controlled by Democrats, officially
recognized the name Bigler. With the issue utterly confused, contentiousness between
California and Nevada, racist attitudes toward Indians, misinformation, and sarcasm colored the
ongoing argument. Public use of the name Tahoe eventually overcame all other factors. But it
was not until 1945 that California's legislature rescinded the statute that had legalized Bigler,
allowing the state to officially recognize the name Lake Tahoe.Another tragic episode in the
Sierra near Tahoe delayed the discovery of the Comstock Lode. In 1857 the Grosh brothers, the
most scientific of all Nevada prospectors, discovered Sun Mountain's rich silver veins. They had
been systematically surveying the area since 1852. In their cabin below the lode, they had a
large technical library, a patent furnace, and an assaying laboratory. After they made their find,
their luck ran out. Hosea Grosh struck his foot with a pick. The wound became infected, and he
died shortly thereafter.Six weeks later, on November 20, Ethan Allen Grosh and a friend,
Richard Bucke, carrying ore samples, claims, charts, and assay reports, climbed into the Sierra,
making their way toward California. They circled the north side of the lake, attempting to leave
the basin through Squaw Valley. Sheets of rain and snowy blizzards stopped them. Lost and
suffering, they shot their mule for food and tossed away their soaked heavy coats and ore
samples, hiding the secret claims and assays in a fallen tree. Pressing on, at one point they
found human tracks, only to realize they were their own; they had been walking in a circle.After
Grosh and Bucke wandered about for two weeks, close to death from hunger and exposure,
Mexican miners found them. The miners saved Bucke's life by amputating his leg and other foot
using a hunting knife and saw. Grosh died delirious, talking of the silver veins. After recuperating,
Bucke turned his back on the Comstock, returning to his home in Canada and becoming one of
that country's leading medical men.In June 1859 others stumbled upon the Grosh brothers'
discovery. That winter news spread throughout California, and as soon as melting snows
allowed, the rush began. The strike, called the Comstock Lode, turned out to be the richest in the
world. Getting at the Comstock ore, as in some developing California mines, required a
completely different system than the placer mining done by the forty-niners. The veins went
down many hundreds of feet. Whereas the early-day miners had panned for “color” in streams or



dug for it with shovels on hillsides, mines on the Comstock needed large numbers of day-wage
laborers who worked deep underground. The hard-rock mining required great amounts of capital
for wages and building infrastructure, regardless of whether a mine worked in pay ore. The new
mining mirrored the era's Gilded Age phenomenon of corporations replacing family farms and
local businesses. Syndicates were needed to raise money, and investors created a stock market
in San Francisco where speculators could gamble on investments in the mines. The new
industry led to the hurried development of Lake Tahoe and the destruction of its
forests.Previously, the roadway from Placerville was little more than a beaten path through old-
growth forest inhabited by wolves and bears. Accounts of hazards and accidents were
commonplace, including the sudden appearance of a grizzly that caused horses pulling a stage
to bolt, snapping their traces and toppling the coach.With the discovery of the Comstock Lode,
transportation to Virginia City became of critical importance. Packing services and stage lines
vied with one another to provide the fastest service. The counties of Sacramento and El Dorado,
through which the road east ran, had begun improving the road in the late 1850s, each using
assessments of $25,000 for road construction. When the California government advanced a
policy that allowed toll roads to be built over particularly difficult or hazardous portions of the line,
or where bridges or shortcuts would be advantageous, access quickly improved.People
scrambled to secure way stations and toll-road rights. Mere weeks after the lode's discovery,
turnouts on the road were filled with merchants providing food and liquor to the steady stream of
people making their way to the Comstock. Before the end of the season, makeshift shelters were
added so travelers could spend the night. There were three toll roads between Placerville and
Lake Tahoe and at least two between the lake and Carson Valley at the base of the Sierra's
eastern crest. Beginning in the summer of 1859, all manner of supplies and goods were carried
ashore from the river at Sacramento and hauled over the turnpike to Virginia City. An endless
array of goods, everything from grain and canned goods to bricks, finished lumber, and mining
machinery, was carted, drawn, or dragged to Nevada.Inez Veerkamp, a descendant of pioneer
farmers, reported, “I remember Father talking about the difficult times they had getting over
[Johnson Pass]. Grandfather hauled by horses, mules, and wagons then. That would have been
in 1860. The road was nothing but a dirt trail over the summit. They made overnight stops at
Kyburz, Pacific House, and Strawberry. The stopping places would be crowded with animals,
wagons, and people.” By August 1860, on one peak day, 353 wagons made their way along the
trail. Teamsters reported that in traversing the road, “a bottle always helped.”Road builders
developed the Lake Tahoe Wagon Road in 1860, and it became one of the busiest
thoroughfares in the West. The new route came down Johnson Grade into Lake Valley and
followed a trail along the lake's south shore, leaving the valley by way of a section of toll road
over Kingsbury Grade. Named for one of the road's builders, who claimed to have spent $15,000
on its construction, Kingsbury followed the route over what had been known as Daggett Pass.
Charges to use the new pass were the most expensive on the entire road, $2.50 and $0.25 for
each extra animal. The new route became the preferred roadway, cutting seventeen miles from



the old route over Luther Pass. Lake Valley way stations, hostelries, barns, and stables
mushroomed, becoming a prominent part of the road in the valley.In 1851 Martin Smith had
established a backcountry wilderness post at the base of Johnson Grade, making him the first
white settler at Tahoe. He was a trapper and a trader who stayed at the lake throughout the
summer, advertising with a crude handmade sign: “Groceries—Meals at All Hours—and
Lodging If Required.” In 1853 Smith attempted to stimulate interest in the lake valley by reporting
a gold strike in an article in the Placerville Herald. After the opening sentence the article said
nothing further of the strike but instead touted the wonders of the lake's “amazing grottos” and
the valley's “strawberries in August.” The article served its purpose, attracting adventurers, not all
of them welcome. In 1855 two notorious California murderers, Mickey Free and George Wilson,
killed two trading-post owners and set fire to the handful of way stations in the basin. Smith
survived, but his post was burned to the ground. He rebuilt the following year, and in 1857 his
new hostelry served as a horse-change station for the first stagecoach line over the summits
between Placerville and Genoa. In the summer of 1859 Smith sold out to Ephraim “Yank”
Clement and his wife, Lydia, known to all as “Aunt Liddy.”The Clements expanded the way
station, and it quickly became the most successful of the early hostelries in the basin. Yank, a
portly, gregarious teller of tall tales, promoted a mountain-man image by keeping his curly hair
long and wearing buckskins and moccasins. He also provided a meal and a place to sleep to
travelers, whether they could pay or not. Aunt Liddy, as reserved as Yank was sociable,
ministered to the sick, practiced midwifery, and tended to those in need of domestic
counseling.Yank's Station, later known as Meyers, featured corrals for two hundred animals, two
saloons, a general store, a blacksmith shop, a cooperage, and what Yank built into a three-story,
fourteen-room inn. When fortune seekers suggested Yank join them in procuring some of the
plentiful silver in Virginia City, he replied, “My silver's here, right under my feet, on the Great
Bonanza Road.” Years later the Clements changed locations, moving to the lakefront, continuing
to run hostelries at Tahoe until Yank's death in the mid-1890s. For more than thirty years he
maintained his reputation as “the best-liked host in the Sierra.”Another of the first hostelries built
along the Tahoe Wagon Road was called Sierra House. Robert Dean built it on the edge of an
extensive meadow overlooking Cold Creek in 1858. When the Comstock rush began in earnest,
Dean sold the site to join his uncle in ownership of the imposing Lake House on Tahoe's shore.
Sierra House sold again in 1867 and again in 1871. The halfway station rounding the lake, Sierra
House featured five rooms downstairs, other accommodations upstairs, a saloon, and a covered
porch fronting the road and running the length of the building. It had four large barns, stables,
and a stock corral. Its owners grew hay in the surrounding acreage and ran cattle in High
Meadows, uphill to the east.“Long-Haired Sam” Brown, a notorious killer, frequented the Sierra
House saloon, intimidating defenseless customers. Also known on the Comstock and in Carson
Valley, Brown was said to have used both gun and knife to kill any number of men. Although
called “Fighting” Brown, he generally killed in cowardly fashion when the victim's back was
turned. He bragged about keeping his own private cemetery. Brown became the victim himself



when his attempt to assassinate unarmed Carson Valley rancher Henry Van Sickle failed in July
1861. Van Sickle secured a shotgun, chased the outlaw down, and killed him. The coroner's
finding concluded, “Samuel Brown has come to his death from a just dispensation of an all wise
providence.”The acknowledged heroes of the era were the teamsters. Those who knew cited
“Curly Bill” Gerhart as the best, but “Big John” Littlefield, Ned Blair, Charlie Watson, and “Baldy”
Green—who held the record for being stopped by the most road agents—were not far behind.
The most famous driver was Hank Monk, who became a legend because his stories equaled his
driving prowess, and his drinking surpassed both. One report from Glenbrook, on Tahoe's east
shore, said Monk was “so full of liquor that he couldn't stand, but he could drive all right.” One of
his tall tales told of Monk having invested in the winter mining of trout at Emerald Bay. He told the
Carson Appeal he expected lucrative dividends as long as the cold weather held. Miners, he
said, were busy driving shafts and winzes through the ice at the lake to capture the fish that were
“fixed like bees in drops of amber.”Monk became a national folk hero by driving Horace “Go
West Young Man” Greeley from Genoa through Lake Valley to Placerville. Greeley, getting a late
start, needed to arrive by five o'clock for a speaking engagement. Assuring his passenger he
would get him there on time, Monk urged his horses forward at a breakneck pace, pausing only
to change teams. The vehicle flew up and down the Carson Spur and over the Sierra crest. At
one juncture Monk described looking back at the candidate, “his bare head bobbing, sometimes
on the back and then on the front of the seat, sometimes in the coach and then out, and then on
the top and then on the bottom, holding on to whatever he could grab.” With the coach taking
corners on two wheels high above the American River, Greeley called out that an hour or two
probably would not make that much of a difference. Monk replied, “Horace, keep your seat! I told
you I would get you there by five o'clock, and by God I'll do it … if the axles hold.” Greeley arrived
on time, and the story gained a life of its own. By the time humorist Artemus Ward and his
associate Mark Twain finished dressing it up, everyone in the country had heard the tale, and
most had repeated it, including New York congressman Calvin Hulburd, one of Greeley's
political opponents, who read humorist Ward's account into the Congressional Record.
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Jay Seidl, “Enjoyable & fasinating.. Very well done. The history is presented in a way that keeps
my attention and leaves me wanting more.Having grown up on the South Shore made it that
much more intriguing for me. Many amazing stories and photographs that enhance them.Lake
Tahoe is one of the most beautiful places on earth. It's story is the story of man's triumphs and
defeats in the management and mismanagement of one of God's most precious gifts to us all.
Thank you, Mike Makley, for telling her story so thoughtfully for us now and for future
generations.”

TahoeKay, “Excellent history of the Lake Tahoe basin. Despite some minor errors, which the
author assures me will be corrected in future editions, I believe this to be an important work.
Although it does not contain end notes, it does have an index and selected bibliography. The
book reads smoothly and easily and is the only readily available source I know of clearly
describing the environmental controversies of the last fifty years, continuing right up to the
present day. It is written in a style that respects the players and the reader. Even more important
to me is the objective and dispassionate tone of the book. The author lets the facts speak for
themselves without telling the reader how he/she should feel about them.”

John B, “Great quick history. Bought a place up in Tahoe a couple of years ago. Read this book
at the library and needed to have a copy at the house to share with visitors. Lots of interesting
anecdotes and information. If you have a connection to Lake Tahoe I recommend this book to
learn about it's history.”

Carole F. Morgan, “Facts of Lake Tahoe. I thought this was an excellent account of Lake Tahoe
and its history. I lived through a lot of the problems Lake Tahoe had in the 70's to 90's. Mike has
done an outstanding account of the early beginnings of Tahoe up to the present time. My
husband was the Supervisor of the Lake Tahoe Forest Service at the time and also the Director
of the TRPA in the 90's. Mike Makey's account of most of the happenings are true. He did a lot
of research for this book.  It's a great read!”

Blake Boles, “Accessible and captivating history.. Having lived in South Lake Tahoe (and
explored Desolation Wilderness) on-and-off for many years, I was pleasantly surprised by the
easily accessible and captivating history and stories contained in this book. The battles between
the TRPA, League to Save Lake Tahoe ("Keep Tahoe Blue"), and various local and federal
authorities was very fascinating. Highly recommended.”

McAvoy Layne, “Best book on Tahoe out there.... Makley's book on Tahoe should be required
reading for every twelfth grader within 200 miles.No, make that every adult within four hundred
miles...”



The book by Michael J. Makley has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 13 people have provided feedback.
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